CASE STUDY

Cygilant Delivers Security-as-a-Service
Monitoring for Aqua Finance
Industry
- Finance

Challenge
- Make the IT environment more stable, reliable and secure

Solution
- Cygilant Managed Detection and Response

Result
- An extended team of dedicated cyber security experts
- Proactive 24x7 security monitoring
- Alerts and remediation of security concerns and risks of compromise

Aqua Finance is the leader in water treatment financing and a preferred finance provider for Home
Improvement, HVAC, marine, RV, powersports and much more. Aqua Finance’s “small-town” approach
to lending allows them to approve more customers than most other lenders.

“The partnership with
Cygilant is a critical piece in
making the IT environment
at Aqua Finance much more
stable, reliable, and secure.”

Due to the proven track record, Aqua Finance selected Cygilant Managed Detection and Response
(MDR) for comprehensive security monitoring. Cygilant provides Aqua Finance dedicated cyber security
expertise, 24x7 monitoring, alert notification/remediation, and daily reporting. Cygilant enables Aqua
Finance to develop a thorough, proactive security monitoring program that addresses and remediates
any security concerns or risks of compromise.
“Cygilant is extremely thorough and professional,” said Mark Vander Sanden, Executive Vice President
and CIO of Aqua Finance.

Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
24/7/365 threat detection, compliance monitoring and SIEM and Log Management through a cloudbased SOC-as-a-Service. Customers get curated actionable alerts which we’ve investigated, and we
provide remediation guidance.
Learn More

Managed Vulnerability and Patch Management
Continuous vulnerability scans, risk prioritization and auditable patch management to reduce security
vulnerabilities and enforce change control across servers, desktops and laptops on, or off, a network.
Learn More
About Cygilant
Cygilant Inc. delivers Cybersecurity-as-a-Service to mid-sized organizations that have
limited IT resources yet require 24x7x365 protection. Through its SOC and dedicated
Cybersecurity Advisors that extend a customer’s IT team, Cygilant provides affordable
cloud-based security monitoring that hunts for threats, responds to incidents, patches
systems and supplies audit artifacts for compliance mandates.
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